MOBILE INVENTORY MANAGER
It’s not just about doing your job
it’s what happens when your job doesn’t go smoothly.
Mobile Inventory Manager (MIM) puts the power of your evidence system in your
hands. A regular inventory of your evidence facility is critical. MIM makes this task
simple by using a smart device to bring your evidence system to the evidence.
Using MIM to scan every item makes the job go quicker. On the spot, you will
know when something is in the wrong place. Where does your search begin when
something is in the wrong place? The answer is already in your hand. MIM gives you
the who and where within the chain of custody for every item you need to locate.
Since the application is always connected to your data, other problems such as
an invalid move are noticed immediately. MIM implements the ACE List Feature,
allowing you to create and save item lists from the warehouse and open them
immediately for action in the ACE desktop application.
Conducting an inventory of some locations can take a long time. Easy to follow
screen prompts show you all the items that should exist in your location, with
indicators for those items you have already scanned. This allows you to know at a
glance how much of the inventory you have accomplished. MIM helps you split the
task amongst your team and divide it up over time. You can save the inventory if you
get called away for another task. When the next technician scans a location, they will
be able to pick up the inventory exactly where the last technician left off.
Missing items will be immediately apparent without waiting to synchronize with a
desktop computer. To correct the problem just move them with MIM.
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Employs a portable barcoding device that allows you to easily
scan items and locations while walking through your evidence
storage facility. Each scan is processed in real time while
recording all item movement and adding to the chain of custody.

• Small bluetooth barcode scanner scans
items quickly and efficiently
• Keep your property officers constantly
connected to property and evidence
data
• All transactions occur in real time; no
more synchronizing with a host computer
outside the property area
• Error notifications inform technicians of
invalid item locations immediately
• Available on all mobile platforms
(Android, IOS, or Windows 8.1)
• Stored inventory information enables
one officer to begin an inventory, and
another officer to finish

• When an item is missing from a
location, MIM lets you know who was
responsible for the last action and
where it was last seen
• Inventory
progress
shows
the
technician how many items are left
to scan, making missing items easy to
detect
• Can accommodate a large number of
devices, reducing hardware costs if you
already have smart devices available.
(Bluetooth required for the barcode
scanner)
• All information views are customizable
with filters and sorting

Real-time access to records where and when you need it.
Call today for a walk-through of this feature-rich module: 540.721.1000

